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	Java Programming for Android Developers For Dummies, 9781118504383 (1118504380), For Dummies, 2013

	Get started creating Android apps with Java in no time!


	The demand for Android apps is not slowing down but many mobile developers who want to create Android apps lack the necessary Java background. This beginner guide gets you up and running with using Java to create Android apps with no prior knowledge or experienced necessary!

	
		Shows you the basic Java development concepts and techniques that are necessary to develop Android apps
	
		Explores what goes into creating an Android app to give you a better understanding of the various elements
	
		Addresses how to deal with standard programming challenges and debugging



	Beginning Android Programming with Java For Dummies puts you well on your way toward creating Android apps quickly with Java.
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Energy Efficient Homes For Dummies (Home & Garden)For Dummies, 2008
Hands-on, practical solutions to save money by making smart energy changes
    
    One of the best and most affordable strategies people can employ to combat global warming is to improve the energy and water efficiency of their homes. Energy Efficient Homes For Dummies provides homeowners with advice, tips, and projects to reduce costs,...

		

Unicode Demystified: A Practical Programmer's Guide to the Encoding StandardAddison Wesley, 2002

	Offers an in-depth introduction to the encoding standard and provides the tools and techniques necessary to create today's globally interoperable software systems. Presents strategies for implementing various aspects of the standard. Softcover.
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Celebrity SellsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Written for those involved in marketing, advertising, media and types of commercial communications, this witty, valuable book demonstrates the effectiveness and impact of celebrity marketing.

Have you ever asked for an autograph? Been a music fan? Liked watching well-known personalities on TV? Had a favorite movie star? Enjoyed reading...





	

VPNs Illustrated : Tunnels, VPNs, and IPsecAddison Wesley, 2005
Virtual private networks (VPNs) based on the Internet instead  of the traditional leased lines offer organizations of all sizes the promise of  a low-cost, secure electronic network. However, using the Internet to carry  sensitive information can present serious privacy and security problems. By  explaining how VPNs actually...


		

Computer Vision for Visual EffectsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Modern blockbuster movies seamlessly introduce impossible characters and action into real-world settings using digital visual effects. These effects are made possible by research from the field of computer vision, the study of how to automatically understand images. Computer Vision for Visual Effects will educate students, engineers, and...


		

Human Computer Interaction Research in Web Design and EvaluationIGI Global, 2006
Human Computer Interaction Research in Web Design and Evaluation presents research from academics and industry experts, covering various aspects of human computer interaction (HCI) Web design from theories to evaluation. This book highlights the use of methods from the HCI area in Web design, and how these methods can be used in a practical sense....
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